The critically ill patient with COVID-19 and ARDS: Providing rational solutions to new and old challenges
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BACKGROUND

The onset of COVID-19 has brought many aspects of critical care to the forefront both locally and internationally with infected patients presenting to Intensive Care Units (ICU) with an Acute Respiratory Distress (ARDS) type picture. Many of the challenges posed by COVID-19 are not new to Intensive Care Medicine, albeit unfamiliar to those outside the specialty. In the patient with ARDS, although established standards of care exist, there still remain unanswered questions on optimal ventilation settings, decisions to intubate and the use of adjunctive therapy. In this review we discuss some of the challenges of COVID-19 and its interaction with these foundational issues in critical care.

DOES COVID-19 CAUSE ARDS?

ARDS is a common ICU diagnosis and there have been significant advancements during the last decade in the care of patients that can be classified as such. However, ARDS is still associated with significant global mortality.¹

Even though diagnostic criteria and treatment guidelines exist, ARDS treatment still requires a high level of critical care expertise and experience.²,³

At the onset, COVID-19 appeared to behave differently from the various viral and bacterial causes of ARDS.⁴

Hypoxemia was present in some patients with little signs of respiratory distress and lung fields lacked significant infiltrates.⁴,⁵ These patients also responded less well to common ARDS strategies like high Positive End Expiratory Pressure (PEEP) and prone ventilation with their lung compliance being relatively normal. Another subgroup of COVID-19 positive patients did in fact present very similar to usual ARDS phenotypes. These both groups of patients fit the standard Berlin criteria for ARDS.

Gattinoni et al., in his now classic paper, sought to classify these presentations into the L and H phenotypes with suggested treatment approaches.⁵ Hypoxemia in the L type occurred as a result of low V/Q ratios and H type as a result of increased right to left shunt and thus being more responsive to standard ARDS based therapies. This heterogeneity in presentation underscores the need for individualized care.

Subsequent data has shown that, as a group, most
COVID-19 patients do have respiratory mechanics (low lung compliance) in keeping with ARDS from non COVID-19 etiologies. This has led one group of authors to conclude that, “for most patients, COVID-19-associated ARDS is, in the end, ARDS.” Nonetheless, oversimplification at this point may ignore the heterogeneity and the varied phenotypes of ARDS that have been previously established.

Hyper and hypo-inflammatory ARDS variants are well described with a higher mortality noted in hyper-inflammatory subtypes. There is also a potential for different responses to fluids and PEEP levels based on these subtypes. Hence, present understanding of ARDS can accommodate these sometimes varied COVID-19 presentations. Additionally, beneficial treatment in ARDS shown from the various randomized controlled trials have been performed in patients with broad ARDS criteria.

As COVID-19 patients do fulfill these criteria, it seems logical that COVID-19 patients should likewise benefit. Fundamental to the therapeutic approach in ARDS is the prevention of further ventilator induced lung injury. This general approach should be adapted and individualized for each COVID patient and is discussed later in this article.

**Considering the ARDS etiology in COVID-19**

The general grouping of similar patients as ARDS allows for many research and therapeutic advantages for the entire group. The downside to this is that specific conditions with therapeutic options may be missed. These so-called ARDS “mimickers” can have potentially reversible lung conditions once the appropriate treatment is started. This contrasts with the current approach that focuses on waiting and preventing further lung injury. In the majority of ARDS mimickers the specific treatment required is corticosteroid use. Diagnosis can be challenging in these cases with CT scanning, bronchoalveolar lavage and even lung biopsy being necessary at times.

One of these known mimickers, Organizing Pneumonia (OP), has recently been suggested as a possible cause of ARDS in COVID-19 patients. Kory et al. using radiologic, pathologic and therapeutic response to steroids, argue that an OP is the likely cause of the atypical ARDS presentation (L type). Implications of this may be that even higher doses of steroids than currently recommended may be needed for treatment.

Whether COVID-19 proves to be an OP will only be confirmed with time. In the interim, the use of higher dose methylprednisolone has proven to be highly effective in select local cases. High dose methylprednisolone has also been used in several treatment protocols and shown to be effective in recent case series.

Suppression of the exaggerated immune response is another suggested mechanism for the efficacy of corticosteroid use in COVID-19. Cytokine storm, bradykinin storm and secondary hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) have been suggested as potential consequences of COVID-19 infection. This dysregulated immune response can lead to pulmonary endothelial and alveolar epithelial damage that causes vascular leak and alveolar edema seen in ARDS. Additionally a COVID-19 induced coagulopathy and associated pulmonary vascular endothelial damage can lead to pulmonary microemboli which can further worsen oxygenation.

Critical care physicians need to be vigilant for these signs of hyperinflammation such as increasing ferritin, cytopenias and fever. The H score used in HLH diagnosis has also been suggested for use. Other readily available clinical markers such as LDH levels and neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR) have also shown to have prognostic significance and should be assessed regularly. These markers can also be used to assess the effects of steroid use and possible dose escalation or de-escalation of therapy.

**When do you intubate the hypoxemic COVID 19 patient?**

Decisions regarding timing of intubation are amongst the most challenging to make and especially so in a COVID-19 setting. Intubation is best seen as a package of care that includes sedation, close ICU monitoring, use of aerosol generating Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), appropriate ventilator management and specialized nursing and medical care. When these are in short supply, a liberal intubation strategy will surely increase morbidity and mortality while a too conservative strategy can lead to a worsening of lung injury and organ dysfunction making salvage less likely.

In his paper on COVID-19 phenotypes,Gattinoni et al. recommended early intubation and implementation of...
l lung protective ventilation in L-type COVID ARDS to prevent progression to H type ARDS. The large tidal volumes and negative pleural pressure swings in the spontaneously breathing COVID-19 patient with respiratory distress was postulated to lead to patient spontaneous induced lung injury (P-SILI). Prompt intubation with the implementation of protective ventilation was suggested as the solution to P-SILI. However, this initial approach has been argued against by several authors. Clinical experience, both internationally and locally, has shown that patients with severe COVID-19 pneumonia can be managed without intubation. Determining which patients are at the greatest risk of P-SILI can help in the overall determination of when to intubate. Knee jerk reactions based on hypoxemia and tachypnea can lead to unnecessary intubations and the morbidity and mortality associated with mechanical ventilation. Tachypnea with respiratory rates between 25-35 bpm are a normal response to lung inflammation seen in COVID-19. Likewise, hypoxemia without other signs of distress should be considered in the context of oxygen delivery. Recent data has shown that targeting an oxygen saturation of 90% in critically ill patients requiring mechanical ventilation is in fact safe. Indeed, targeting oxygen saturations above 96% has even been shown to be harmful in the critically ill patient.

In an excellent article which underscores physiologic principles, Tobin urged clinicians to focus on combining readily available clinical parameters to determine which patients are exhibiting increased work of breathing and hence may be at risk of P-SILI. These parameters include palpation for tonic contraction of the sternocleidomastoid (not phasic), palpation at the thyroid cartilage for tracheal tug and observation of suprasternal recession. Additionally, failure to respond to an increasing amount of inspired oxygen indicates the existence of a significant shunt that may lead to an early need for mechanical ventilation. Applying these qualitative clinical signs and physiologic rationale may help the clinician readily identify patients who require early intubation. Ultimately, the decision remains based on an experienced Intensivist’s clinical gestalt at the bedside, after considering the previously mentioned factors.

**Individualized Care of the Mechanically Ventilated Patient with COVID-19**

Given the differing lung mechanics seen in the L-type and H-type presentations,Gattinoni et al. suggested a different approach to management for each. It is important to recognize that patients can progress from type L to type H, possibly due to P-SILI as well as progression of the disease. These varied presentations necessitate individualized care.

L-type patients would not seem to benefit from traditional high PEEP strategies as these patients’ lung mechanics are generally preserved and this may lead to barotrauma, hemodynamic instability, overdistension, worsening lung injury and increasing pressor support. It was also initially suggested that these patients with relatively normal compliance may be ventilated with relatively higher tidal volumes if hypercapnic and with PEEP levels between 8-10cmH2O. While this lower PEEP may be beneficial, this higher tidal volume strategy will not be lung protective. Numerous studies have demonstrated that even with low plateau pressures or relatively normal lungs, low tidal volume ventilation was associated with improved clinical outcomes. The same should be applied even for the relatively normal lung compliance (L-type) COVID-19 patient. Additionally, prone positioning may not benefit these patients due to their low recruitability.

H-type patients, reduced lung compliance, should be treated with a more conventional ARDS approach. This includes standard lung protective low tidal volume ventilation, relatively higher PEEP, as well as prone positioning and paralysis when needed. As with all ARDS patients plateau pressures should be kept at less than 30cmH2O and a driving pressure no greater than 14cmH2O. While some clinicians advocate for higher PEEP in keeping with the ARDS Network PEEP-FiO2 table, clinicians at the Jinyintan Hospital noted that this led to extremely high plateau pressures and high driving pressures or hypotension, with only modest improvement in oxygenation. This finding underscores a personalized approach to mechanical ventilation as all patients may not respond to a high PEEP approach.

Additionally, clinicians should consider that an improvement in oxygenation from higher PEEP levels can...
also be caused by decreased cardiac output and a redistribution of lung perfusion to a normally ventilated compartment.\textsuperscript{39,40} Often, the cost of high PEEP is hemodynamic compromise with an inevitable decrease in oxygen delivery, despite the improvement in oxygenation. Indeed, despite decades of research, it may seem that the best PEEP is in fact a compromise between oxygenation and hemodynamics.

It would seem beneficial to have an individualized approach to titration of PEEP by assessing recruitability and thereby avoiding overdistension of alveoli. Recently, a recruitability to inflation (R/I) ratio has been described.\textsuperscript{41} This is a practical bedside test whereby a higher PEEP is applied to estimate how much an increase in end expiratory lung volume is distributed between recruited lung and ‘baby lung’. The ratio ranges from 0 to 2.0 with higher ratios indicating a higher likelihood of recruitment. Apart from titrating PEEP, it can be used for assessment intermittently during the treatment. In one study, patients assessed 4-6 days later had changed from poorly recruitable to highly recruitable.\textsuperscript{42}

Another useful strategy to determine lung recruitability and set PEEP include using driving pressure as a marker of lung compliance.\textsuperscript{37} Any changes to lung compliance based on tidal volume or PEEP settings can be determined by frequent measurement of driving pressure, which is relatively easy to determine on most modern ventilators. Assessing lung recruitability using CT scanning and lung ultrasound are also proposed methods to determine the amount of recruitable lung.\textsuperscript{43,44} More consolidated/ground glass lung parenchyma or homogenous B lines on ultrasound indicate potentially more recruitable lung and more PEEP can be used by the clinicians if desired. We would recommend a synergistic approach incorporating several of the above methods with frequent patient assessment as opposed to application of preset high PEEP levels by the clinician.

Proning has also been shown to accomplish alveolar recruitment and reduce Ventilator Induced Lung Injury (VILI). The PROSEVA trial found a significant reduction in 28 day and 90 day mortality in patients with severe ARDS who were proned.\textsuperscript{12} Interestingly, Pan et al. employed the use of the R/I ratio and found that patients who were not proned continued to have poor recruitability and those who were proned were associated with increased recruitability.\textsuperscript{38}

Alternative ventilator modes, such as APRV (airway pressure release ventilation), are also excellent options as spontaneous breathing is preserved while still maintaining an open lung with a potentially lower risk of barotrauma. Zhou et al. have shown more ventilator free days and more successful extubation when APRV is used as the primary mode in ARDS.\textsuperscript{45} Local experience has shown success using this mode in patients with refractory hypoxemia. Due to the complexity involved, local ICUs should seek to develop expertise in this mode allowing it to be used as either a primary or secondary mode in patients with refractory hypoxemia.

**ANTI-INFLAMMATORY THERAPY IN COVID-19**

There was a common trend seen early during the COVID-19 pandemic, with patients presenting with a hyperinflammatory syndrome with close similarities to secondary hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (sHLH), a reactive hyperferritinemia hyper-cytokinemic immune syndrome.\textsuperscript{22} There was also reported success with the institution of corticosteroid therapy but the course and dose of therapy has varied between studies.\textsuperscript{20,21}

There still remain unanswered questions regarding steroid use, although corticosteroid use is now advocated by the World Health Organization (WHO) consensus statement.\textsuperscript{46} A 7 to 10 day steroid course is now supported, but the inflammatory syndrome can relapse or continue after this period.\textsuperscript{46,47} The consensus statement presently supports dexamethasone as the steroid of choice although the use of methylprednisolone may be considered, as discussed previously.\textsuperscript{46} Given the ongoing nature of the pandemic, clinicians should remain open minded to consider the pathophysiology of the disease and incorporate these new insights into patient management in a controlled manner.

There is also growing evidence supporting the use of the IL-6 inhibitor, Tocilizumab in COVID-19 cytokine storm. There are however reported risks and weaker evidence at this time to support its routine use, despite the success seen by Xu et al.\textsuperscript{46} Tocilizumab may also be associated with myocarditis and even disease aggravation in COVID-19 cytokine storm patients.\textsuperscript{49,50} Other anti-inflammatories currently in trials include the anti-IL 6, Siltuximab, Sarilumab and Anti-interferon beta/alpha inhibitors such
as Interferon beta-1b and Emapulumab.\textsuperscript{23}

**FUTURE TRENDS**

As the influenza season approaches, a new problem of co-infection lurks on the horizon. An analysis by Public Health England (PHE) of cases from January to April 2020 found that persons with both influenza and COVID-19 were more at risk of severe illness.\textsuperscript{51} These persons infected with both influenza and COVID-19 tended to be older and more than twice as likely to die as someone with COVID-19 alone. As we approach the flu season we need to be guided by areas in the world who have already experienced their winter, such as Australia. This may assist in determining the most effective influenza vaccination, as there is already extensive exposure to COVID-19 (approaching an estimated 36 million patients testing positive).\textsuperscript{52}

There is also a suggestion that the immunologic reaction to this virus is based primarily on chromosome 3, leading to a potential genetic predisposition in certain individuals.\textsuperscript{53}

We are potentially approaching a new entity with Influenza and COVID-19 co-infection. Steroids and other novel immunomodulatory therapies may continue to play a significant role in the treatment of these viral pneumonias in the near future.

For the foreseeable future, the challenge of COVID-19 will continue. The last line of defense will inevitably remain our Intensive Care Units and the care patients receive via the specialist physicians and nurses working there.
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